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EDITORIAL
Averting the untold burden of disease: Let's do it!
hen we wake up every
day and enjoy the sunrise and go to bed
admiring the sunset, little do we
imagine that 8640 children would
have perished somewhere in the
world due to malaria. In that time
our hearts would have beat
57,600 times making it a dead
child for every 7 heartbeats. This
untold expense of resources
aggravates the human misery in
nations already deemed poor.

W

We often declare we have fever or
just liken the fever to a slight
malaria. At times we fight it by our
natural defences, at times we cannot fight it and then we become
seriously ill. For children under 5
years and for pregnant women the
losses are insurmountable. For
the family, 40% of household
income is spent on malaria. If only
we consider human resources as
income or an economic asset then
health would be something we all
would fight to keep and to protect.
So while we say we had “a small
malaria”, the expenditures add up
and become enormous.
The multifaceted dimensions of
the malaria burden are examined
in this issue of About Malaria.
They are written within the context
of malaria being a poverty related
disease, which considerations
should prompt us into translating
all the knowledge so far acquired
and logged in our heads to the
heart for action. This advocacy
translation of “knowledge for
action” demands of us to rethink
our strategies and activities and to
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model our understanding of the
current tools to reduce the burden. We therefore need to consider our primary purpose in this
fight as hinging principally on
behaviour. These are further complicated by how and where we
purchase our drugs, how we are
prescribed these drugs and how
we take them. They are further
complicated by our cultural beliefs
and perceptions of the disease, at
times with dire consequences that
aggravate the burden.

While we wait for new
drugs we need to protect our children, mothers, wives and sisters
especially if we consider
the human, intellectual
and financial losses
incurred daily.

Human behaviour in the recent
past, alongside drug resistance of
parasites and increase of world
population, has made the world
harbour more malaria parasites
than ever had been in history.
More malaria parasite means
more burden, more burden means
more poverty and more poverty
means more deaths and the spiral
could go on. With the recent
reports from the WHO of possible
resistance to ACTs in S.E. Asia,
concerns have arisen particularly
for pregnant women who currently
depend
on
SulfadoxinePyrimethamine (Fansidar), a drug
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systematically losing its efficacy,
for intermittent preventive therapy
during pregnancy (IPTp). The
hope is that investigations on the
tolerability of ACTs would permit
their use in IPTp.
While we wait for new drugs we
need to protect our children,
mothers, wives and sisters especially if we consider the human,
intellectual and financial losses
incurred daily. One way to do so is
to protect the ACTs that we currently have by not letting more
drugs into the population than are
necessary. This can be achieved
through an appropriate diagnosis
especially for adults in endemic
countries where 40-50% of those
complaining of fever do not have
malaria.
We all have a collective responsibility therefore towards averting
the burden malaria imposes on
our economy. Success of any programme can only come through
great leadership, with qualities of
a skilful and holistic integrator.
Integration is the key to harnessing all the stakes and components
that practically make programmes
work. Such leadership must be
able to articulate the concept of one plan, one coordination, one
implementation and take advantage of donor enthusiasm to
model effective programmes that
can be scaled up for impact.
Wilfred Mbacham, ScD
CCAM Executive Secretary

GENERAL ANOPHELES
Excerpts of paper presented at the official launch of the maiden
issue of About Malaria at the Hilton Hotel in Yaounde on 3 July
2008 by Peter Essoka
he story is told of the dilemma of
the occupying forces of the colonial era as they made their way in
to the hinterland of Ghana. They came
with ammunition to conquer and occupy
the rich and fertile lands of Africa and
claim ownership of them. Their advances
were met with very little opposition from
the people because the weapons they
came with were superior to the bows and
arrows of the Africans.
But one thing checked their advance
–an army not set by the people but by
nature. It baffled them because they were
ill prepared to face such a strong and
daunted force.
One by one the colonial invaders fell
to the devastating sting of the invisible
but buzzing enemy. This enemy was later
given the human appellation “General
Anopheles”.

colonial invaders and ignorant victims of
its capriciousness. General Anopheles is
still alive and well and he is ravaging the
very foundation of our daily comforts
causing us death every 30 seconds of our
lives.
That’s lethal! And so we need to be
dauntless in our effort to confront this
sworn enemy, or else we will live in constant danger of being eliminated from the
surface of the earth.
The first thing that caught my attention when I picked up a copy of the maiden issue of About Malaria was the headline on the cover “Onward soldiers
against malaria”.
This immediately took my mind to
the old militant Christian hymn:
“Onward, Christian soldiers, marching as
to war, with the cross of Jesus going on
before.” As it is appropriately put, the
onslaught of this ruthless
“Onward then soldiers against malaria. murderer is on, and as the
call is being made to
Join the warning throng of valiant sol- rallying
stand our ground against this
diers against a devastating phenome- merciless, unpitying and
non. Stand up and be counted amongst unlimited terminator, my
the forerunners and let’s give our all in mind once more goes to the
militant song of the Christian
the struggle to establish a society free faith.
of malaria.”
“Onward then, ye people,
join our happy throng,
blend with ours your
Although eventually because of the voices in the triumph song.”
resilience of the colonialists, they were
This song is sung in times of conflict
able to take over and rule the African and victory because victory in any concontinent because of the ravenous and flicting situation can only be won if posimalleable attitudes of African chiefs and tive forces are put together. A clarion call
leaders, General Anopheles was venerat- has been made through this magazine to
ed with a monument built in his honour.
stand forth and beat the devil out of this
His mean and deadly actions were not gnawing scourge
limited only to the colonial forces. The
Ignorance is perhaps the most dispeople suffered the same Machiavellian abling factor in the development of any
or scheming deeds of General Anopheles. human society. It hampers progress, it
He killed at will and those deadly bouts inhibits knowledge and it impedes initiawere considered as having been caused tive. It subjects one to total dependency
by witchcraft or some other diabolic and darkens the path on which one treads.
occurrence in the society. Witch-hunting It instils fear and consolidates irresponsiwas rife because no one understood the bility.
phenomenon and the peril of the
But what we want to do today,
Anopheles mosquito.
through this magazine About Malaria is
But the days are far spent when death to break that vicious circle of ignorance
by the vicious sting of the mosquito was and open the minds of people to the need
considered a mystery. Today the fight is to have a Cameroon free of malaria.
being waged to combat its demeaning
We have been told the rate of death of
and deadly effect and eliminate its children aged between 0 and 5 years is
assumption of superstardom to those alarming. More than 90% of malaria
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caused deaths are documented to take
place in Africa south of the Sahara, with
a child dying every 30 seconds because
of malaria. And if you do not learn to protect yourself, you too can be a victim
When Professor Leke in her editorial
sounds the trumpet of war, it is not a joking matter. Malaria kills and it has no
boundaries, no borders. You may advertise the dangers of AIDS but we are
reminded here that more deaths occur
everyday because of malaria than is the
case with AIDS. Malaria takes a heavy
toll on human existence. Professor Leke
in very clear terms says, “The Cameroon
Coalition Against Malaria(CCAM) is
sounding the trumpet of war against
malaria. It is drumming a strong message
for change of behaviour in Cameroonians
to fight against malaria as a personal
affair.
“CCAM is also sounding a strong
message to the authorities to adopt appropriate policies and effect change for a
malaria free Cameroon.”
Dieudonne Day Zal dans son article «
Tous contre la malaria » nous dit, «
Maladie de la pauvreté, le paludisme
génère la pauvreté, à telle enseigne que
la géographie du paludisme dans le
monde épouse, à s’y méprendre les contours de la pauvreté et de la misère a
l’échelle planétaire. »
This magazine which will appear
twice a year, Day Zal says, will act as a
powerful medium or instrument through
which appeals will constantly be made
for people to take cognizance of the challenges this scourge poses.
For the more malaria persist, the more
we are faced with poverty, the more we
shall continue to spend money, and the
more prevailing misery will be within our
families.
Onward then soldiers against malaria.
Join the warning throng of valiant soldiers against a devastating phenomenon.
Stand up and be counted amongst the
forerunners and let’s give our all in the
struggle to establish a society free of
malaria.
It will be the effort of us all together
as we sing a victorious song over the
death and complete annihilation of
General Anopheles.
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COVER FOCUS
Les enfants sont
plus vulnerables
au paludisme

En quoi le paludisme de l'enfant est différent
de celui de l'adulte ?
Par Pr. Félix TIETCHE
(Pédiatre)

Les signes du paludisme sont les
mêmes chez l’enfant et chez l’adulte.
Cependant,
comparativement à
l’adulte, la maladie présente de nombreuses particularités chez l’enfant.
1- L’enfant a une plus grande
sensibilité au paludisme
Compte tenu de ses moyens de
défense immunitaire encore insuffisamment développés, l’enfant est
plus sensible à la maladie. Cette sensibilité est plus grande entre 6 mois et
cinq ans. La raison en est que les premiers mois de vie, l’enfant est relativement protégé par les anticorps
qu’il a reçus de sa mère à travers le
placenta pendant la grossesse. Ces
anticorps disparaissent du sang de
l’enfant vers 6 mois. Il perd ainsi sa
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protection et commence à faire le
paludisme. Entre 6 mois et 5 ans, les
accès palustres sont très fréquents. En
même temps ils permettent à l’enfant
de développer sa propre immunité.
Cette immunité devient de plus en
plus forte au fur et à mesure des accès
palustres et de l’avancement en âge
de l’enfant. Ainsi, après 5 ans il a une
immunité antipalustre déjà bien
développée. Il se défend mieux contre
la maladie et fait moins de crises.
2- L’enfant fait plus de formes
sévères ou compliquées
Le paludisme est dit simple lorsqu’il
ne comporte aucune menace pour la
survie du malade. Il est dit grave
lorsqu’il peut entraîner la mort du
malade. Il existe une quinzaine de
critères de gravité, et la présence d’un
seul de ces critères chez le malade
permet de parler de paludisme grave.
Ces critères de gravité sont plus
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fréquents chez l’enfant.
Les plus
couramment rencontrés en milieu
Camerounais sont :
) L’anémie sévère due à la destruction des globules rouges de l’enfant
par le parasite du paludisme ;
) La localisation du parasite du
paludisme dans le cerveau (neuropaludisme) qui va se manifester par
des convulsions, le coma, des troubles du comportement comme l’agitation, des propos incohérents, des hallucinations…etc ;
)Les difficultés respiratoires ;
)L’hypoglycémie (insuffisance du
taux de sucre dans le sang) ;
)L’émission des urines couleur
coca-cola due à une destruction massive des globules rouges.
À l’inverse, d’autres complications
sont plus fréquentes chez l’adulte
que chez l’enfant. C’est le cas du
blocage des reins (insuffisance
rénale), des formes avec jaunisse,

avec mauvais fonctionnement du
cœur et de la circulation sanguine,
avec tendance au saignement.
On sait aussi que les séquelles neurologiques (paralysie, convulsions,
surdité, cécité), seront plus fréquentes
chez l’enfant que chez l’adulte en cas
de neuropaludisme.
3- Le paludisme tue plus chez
l’enfant que chez l’adulte
D’après les données du Programme
National de Lutte contre le Paludisme
au Cameroun (PNLP), chez 100 personnes tous âges confondus hospitalisées pour paludisme, 3% vont en
mourir, alors que chez 100 enfants de
moins de 5 ans hospitalisés pour
paludisme, 4,2% vont en mourir.
4- Le paludisme de l’enfant est
mal pris en charge à domicile
par les parents
L’enfant est dépendant de l’adulte
pour l’acquisition et l’administration
de son traitement. D’où la nécessité
d’une bonne information des parents
sur les soins à donner à domicile.
Toujours d’après les données du
Programme National de Lutte contre
le Paludisme, au Cameroun, la prise
en charge du paludisme de l’enfant à
domicile est tardive. Seulement 21%
des enfants de moins de 5 ans sont
pris en charge à domicile dans les 24
heures suivant l’apparition de la
fièvre. De plus, cette prise en charge
ne respecte les recommandations
nationales que dans 2,4% des cas. Or
nous savons que les prises en charge
tardives ou mal faites conduisent aux
formes graves et donc à un risque
élevé de décès.
Les erreurs les plus fréquentes des
prises en charge à domicile sont les
suivantes :
)Les parents ne donnent que le
médicament qui fait baisser la fièvre
(paracetamol, aspirine) et oublient
d’associer le médicament très important qui va agir sur le parasite du
paludisme lui-même pour le tuer et
l’éliminer. Or ce deuxième est le plus
important ;
)Les parents ne suivent pas les
posologies indiquées selon l’âge ou le

poids de l’enfant et donnent des doses
plus faibles ou plus fortes ;
)Les parents gardent longtemps
l’enfant à la maison sans l’amener en
consultation, alors que les signes de
la maladie persistent ;
)Les parents donnent des médicaments achetés au bord de la rue, ou
chez les vendeurs ambulants, ou chez
le boutiquier du coin, sans se soucier
de la qualité de ce qu’ils achètent
(origine du produit, qualité et efficacité réelle, conditions de conservation,
péremption).
Il est recommandé que la prise en
charge de l’enfant qui fait le paludisme commence à domicile, rapidement, de façon
conforme aux
recommandations nationales,
et que l’enfant
soit présenté le
plus tôt possible
à un personnel
de santé qualifié
pour sa prise en
charge. Les parents
doivent
s’adresser aux
agents communautaires formés à la prise
en charge du
paludisme de
leur quartier ou
de leur village
pour une prise
en charge à
domicile appropriée et les conseils.

systématique et périodique d’un
médicament (comme par exemple la
chloroquine) a été abandonnée depuis
déjà de nombreuses années, compte
tenu de la difficulté à la réaliser
régulièrement et de sa moindre efficacité. L’accent est mis aujourd’hui
sur l’utilisation de la moustiquaire
imprégnée d’insecticide et l’assainissement de l’environnement
(évacuation des eaux stagnantes, propreté du milieu). Cependant, ce type
de prophylaxie est pratiqué dans certains cas bien particuliers comme par
exemple chez les enfants qui souffrent de drépanocytose, ou chez ceux
qui arrivent d’une zone où le paludisme n’existe pas.

5- La prévention
Quelques parents
posent
encore
au
médecin
la
question
de
savoir
quel
médicament ils
doivent donner
à leur enfant en
prévention du
paludisme. La
prévention par
administration

Mère et enfant : l'enfant est
plus sensible au paludisme
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Economic impact of malaria
Malaria has a direct impact on household incomes,
career development, job and school performance and
the economy of nations, write Ernest L. Molua, PhD* and
Theresa N. Akenji, PhD**

Abstract
Human health being a component of
human capital is an economic asset that
increases capabilities of individuals.
Malaria is a serious problem that undermines human wellbeing in Cameroon as
well as in sub-saharan Africa. Apart from
its pathogenic burden, the economic burden is immense and reinforces poverty in
households in regions where it is endemic. Malaria as a constraint has three
dimensions: the health, the social and the
economic dimensions. The potential and
actual economic burdens of malaria are
noted through loss in productivity and
fiscal revenue. Malaria has a direct
impact on households’ income, wealth
and labour market participation of both
the sick and the caregivers. These microeffects have further impact on aggregate
economic growth. To deal with the underlying determinants of health, halt and roll
back malaria, Cameroon and most states
in sub-Saharan Africa must invest in
health to reduce poverty, build individual
and national health security and promote
universal coverage.
1. Introduction
Malaria is a resilient epidemiological
threat to humanity that despite advances
in both prevention and treatment in the
twentieth century, it is still a major killer
causing over a million deaths each year
with hundreds of millions of clinical
episodes in the 107 countries where the
disease is either endemic or epidemic
(Goodman and Mills, 1999). There is no
gainsaying the maxim that health is
wealth. Health is fundamental to economic growth and development and is
one of the key determinants of economic
performance both at the community and
national levels (Weil, 2007). Infant and
adult infections live an indelible mark on
the physical and psychosocial performance of individuals that record both as
short-term and long-term consequences
on the wealth of individuals, households,
communities and nations.
2. Health as an economic
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asset
Health being an economic asset is
both a direct component of human wellbeing and a form of human capital that
increases capabilities of individuals
(Gemmel, 1996). As a form of human
capital, sound health enhances workers’
productivity, whether skilled or unskilled,
by improving their general physical and
mental capacities, such as their vigour,
fortitude, cognitive functioning and reasoning ability (Schultz, 2003; Audibert et
al., 1983). At the national level, measures
of aggregate health such as life expectancy and child mortality are established to
influence the levels of national income.
While good health promotes accumulation of economic goods, conversely, it is
generally believed that higher incomes
promote access to many of the goods and
services that promote good health and
long life, such as a nutritious diet, safe
water and sanitation, and quality health
care.
Health has long been recognised as an
important form of human capital (Arora,
2001). With a possible two-way causality
between them; economic growth
improves health and at the same time
improved health also significantly
enhances economic productivity and
growth (Strauss and Thomas, 1998; Weil,
2007). Studies from both developed and
developing
countries
including
Cameroon reveal that the stock of human
capital has a multiplier effect on the
growth rate of per capita income and that
investment in health significantly
enhances national income. Growth tends
to be higher in countries with a medium
level of health human capital as compared with those with very low levels
(Audibert, 1990; Schultz, 2005;
Kamgnia, 2007)
Infant and child health is important
for current and future development. Good
health is a precondition for school attendance since a child has to be healthy first
to withstand the rigours of schooling.
Also, healthier students have lower
absenteeism and higher cognitive functioning, and thus receive a better educa-
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tion for a given level of schooling which
in turn guarantees higher income over a
longer period of time. Bloom et al (2003)
account for health on the wealth of
nations and posit clearly that good health
enhances workers’ productivity through
improvements in their physical and mental capabilities. Such healthy workers
work harder and longer and think more
clearly. Good health also reduces poverty
through higher labour participation and
reduction in cost of medical services, thus
freeing income for other welfare improving consumption. This is the case irrespective of whether the worker is skilled
or unskilled. In addition, the fact that
people generally live longer as a result of
improved health may induce them to save
for retirement, thus raising the levels of
saving, investment and physical capital
per worker. Improved health increases
both the quantity and quality of the
labour force, thereby increasing national
income.
3. The economics of malaria
Theorizing whether malaria is economically important, requires answering
rhetorical questions of the sort: does
malaria reduce the productive capacities
and income of workers? Does it limit
property accumulation of individuals and
the nation? Malaria disproportionately
afflicts pregnant women, young children,
migratory populations and persons with
little previous exposure to malaria attack
(Snow et al., 1999). As far back as 1955,
the World Health Organization claimed
that malaria impacted economic development. This assertion enshrined a new dispensation on the financing of malaria.
Control
programmes
drastically
increased, and the WHO contributed to
large scale vector control and preventive
treatment distribution (WHO, 2006).
Kamgnia (2007) shows that malaria is
a major public health problem in
Cameroon both in terms of morbidity and
mortality. However, that malaria is an
economic disease is demonstrated in
studies which reveal that reducing disease prevalence would generate econom-

A market scene in
Foumban, West Region,
Cameroon. Many market
women lose significant
portions of their incomes
taking care of malariaafflicted families. And
when they have a bout of
malaria, their businesses
are grounded.

ic growth or could increase worker productivity (Audibert, 1986; Snow et al.,
1999). In Kenya, malaria morbidity is
associated with a 15-16% reduction in
wage incomes, and a 10-21% decline in
farm output during the long rains, and a
much higher reduction in household
income (Mwabu, 2007). At the macroeconomic level, while some research
depict more complex links between
health and economic development, however, cross-country studies find that
countries with intensive malaria grew
1.3% less per person per year. Others
argue that eliminating malaria in subSaharan Africa could increase the continent’s per capita growth rate by as much
as 2.6% a year. Recent consensus in academic and policy circles hold “that disease environment and health conditions
lie at the root of large income differences
across countries today, and argue that
improving health will not only improve
lives but will by itself spur rapid economic growth”. Gallup and Sachs (2001)
show that average growth of income per
capita from 1965 to 1990 for countries
with severe malaria transmission was
only 0.4% per year, whereas economic
growth for countries with fewer malaria
incidences was five times higher at 2.3%
per year.
Malaria dissipates accumulated economic effort in the form of reduced population, dwindled productivity and less
optimal outcomes.
The economic dimension of malaria
can be seen not only through the high
cause of mortality and morbidity in
infants and children. But also through the
trajectory of good health which starts
with reductions in child mortality rates
which then translate to improvements in
adult health in subsequent years. From
this point, several scenarios emerge with
all having positive effect on household
and national income. Improved adult
health implies a reduction in middle-age
mortality and reduction in premature
retirement. This improves the demographic transition by reducing dependency ratio in the economy with ultimate

improvements in per capita income.
Another possible scenario is that
improved adult health means longer period of working life. This means higher
savings with improvements in the savings
investment ratio. The improved labour
productivity emanating from this contributes positively to per capita income.
Evidence exists on the paths through
which health improvements can influence
the economy to include its effects on
child health, labour market participation,
worker productivity, savings, investments
in human capital, education outcomes,
fertility, dependency ratio, and population age.
The health measures: health inputs
and health outcomes paint a picture on
the extent of governmental and community effort in combating malaria. Health
inputs which are the physical factors that
influence an individual’s state of health,
the most important of which are nutrition
at various points in life (total protein and
calories intake), health infrastructures
(hospitals, hospital beds, drugs), and
medical care (vaccines), are highly influenced by government policies especially
public expenditures. The success of these
efforts reflects in health outcomes as life
expectancy, adult height, age body mass,
infant mortality rate, adult survival rate,
age of menarche, physical stamina, and
cognitive functioning. These health outcomes are determined inter alia by public
expenditure on health-improving activities, policies that influence how much
people pay out-of-pocket for health care,
and real commitment by both the government and private institutions to address
health determinants.
The unequal impact of malaria among
nations will depend on the level of both
private and public expenditures on health
and health infrastructures (Tetteh, 2007).
Empirical evidence abounds on the economic and welfare benefits of investing
in health. The role of government in
health investment and provision especially in developing countries such as
Cameroon cannot be overemphasized.
Government intervention is needed as an
JANUARY 2009

appropriate regulatory agency to foster
healthy competition and prevent market
failure, create enabling environment for
the purpose of encouraging investment in
innovative technologies and efficient
health-care delivery to meet the changing
health needs of the citizens (Tetteh,
2007). This will without doubt ensure
increased returns to health investment,
identify priorities and implement health
policies which will encourage investment
and ensure innovative interventions that
will enable efficient utilisation of available resources. All of these are for the
ultimate goal of enhancing sustained economic growth.
The success achieved in rolling back
malaria and arresting its fatal consequences to the pregnant woman and the
unborn child, helps to arrest early childhood poor health which is linked to the
child’s later health status as an adult, their
adult height, their achievements in
school, IQ, labour market productivity,
reduced middle and late age mortality,
and delayed onset of many chronic health
limitations, which are otherwise expected
to diminish labour force participation and
productivity per hour worked or wage
rates. These delayed consequences of the
latent health capability arising from
ample foetal growth suggest the severe
challenges of human capital accumulation over a generation, the transmission
of health between generations, and the
appropriate role of the state to encourage
early investment in child and reproductive health.
In other words, malaria affects economic outcomes through worker’s vigour
and productivity, growth rate of population and labour supply. For instance, a
person who is lying in bed suffering an
acute bout of malaria is unable to supply
any productive labour at all (Olagoke,
2007). Even a person who is healthy
enough to come to work may provide a
low level of labour input, either mentally
or physically, because of the chronic
effects of anaemia associated with malaria infection. People suffering of malaria
can work fewer hours than those who are
healthy, may work at a slower pace, and
may be mentally less astute. In addition,
working age adults may be removed from
the labour force to care for sick children
or other family members. Similarly, children who are caring for ill family members will devote less time to schooling.
More importantly, when malaria strikes
down working age adults, this creates a
high level of uncertainty in the lives of
families and the operation of businesses.
These effects may significantly lower
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productivity (Audibert et al., 1990). In
some rural communities, endemic diseases such as malaria affect the seasonal
and spatial pattern of economic activity.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that malaria
distorts the decisions of farmers regarding what crops are planted away from
what would be optimal in the absence of
disease (Audibert et al., 2003).
It is therefore evident then that if
malaria is controlled, for example, fewer
adults will suffer acute episodes of illness; additionally malaria-induced
anaemia will fall. Through both of these
channels labour input may rise.
Improvements in mortality may also lead
people to save for retirement, thus raising
the levels of investment and physical capital per worker. Physical capital per worker may also rise because the increase in
labour input from healthier workers will
increase capital’s marginal product.
The economic importance of malaria
can be further gauged from the expenditures required for its control. According
to the World Health Organization about
US$ 3.2 billion per year is needed to
finance malaria control worldwide. It
suggests that $ 1.9 billion of this should
be spent in Africa. Of the global total, it
recommends that 10 percent be spent on
long-life insecticide-treated nets, 36 percent on artemisinin-based combination
therapy, 17 percent on rapid diagnostic
tests for malaria, 17 percent on interventions such as IPT for pregnant women
and epidemic control, and the remainder
on improving health infrastructure and
delivery and monitoring systems (WHO,
2006).
4. Conclusion
In sum, given the socioeconomic
importance of health, health topics occu-
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Malaria in pregnancy
By Rose GF Leke
and Diane W. Taylor

Throughout Africa, P. falciparum infections are more common in pregnant
women, especially in young mothers and
those in their first pregnancy. They are
more likely to have both clinical and
asymptomatic infections that create a
health problem for the mother and developing fetus. Anemia and maternal mortality are higher in women who are
infected with malaria, and mothers
infected with malaria have an increased
risk of having low birth weight (LBW)
babies, i.e., babies less than 2,500 gm.
Such small babies have a 40-fold
increased chance of dying during the first
year of life. Babies born to mothers who
have malaria during pregnancy are more
likely to become anemic, develop
episodes of malaria, and die during the
first year of life than babies born to mothers who remain malaria-free. Thus, it is
important to accurately diagnose and
treat malaria in pregnant women, including women with asymptomatic infections.
Pregnant women are more susceptible to the severe effects of malaria
because malaria-infected erythrocytes
sequester in the placenta, a condition
commonly referred to as placental malaria. It is not uncommon for 10% to 50%
of red blood cells at the maternal:fetal
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Pregnant women are more
susceptible to the severe
effects of malaria because
malaria-infected
erythrocytes sequester in
the placenta, a condition
commonly referred to as
placental malaria

Because P. falciparum-infected
erythrocytes “hide” in the placenta, they
are often not detected on peripheral blood
smears. This makes diagnosis of malaria
difficult. We have found that about 20%
of Cameroonian women with negative
blood-smear at delivery actually have
placental malaria. One way to detect
Effect of Placental Malaria on LBW Babies
placental malaria is to test for the pres40
ence of the malarial protein, HRP-2,
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which can be done using a rapid diag30
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nostic tests (RDT). Currently, there is a
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lot of interest in providing RDT at very
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low cost to health clinics so that placen10
tal malaria can be more accurately diag5
nosed.
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prevalence of placental malaria was Figure 1C
determined for women living in
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Yaounde. Based on 1,898 participants,
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of women in their first pregnancies had
placental malaria at delivery (Fig. 1A &
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B). The number of women with placen10
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young mothers (≤20 years of age) who
had placental malaria were an average of
364 gm lower birth weights than babies
born to mothers who were malaria-free.
The percentage of women with LBW
babies was also higher in mothers with
placental malaria (Fig. 1 C and D).
Among primigravidae, 14.7% of malarianegative women had LBW babies, but the
number doubled (28%) for those with
placental malaria (Fig. 1D). Thus, it is
clear that primigravidae and young mothers with placental malaria should be treated. Currently, Cameroon and most
African Health Ministries recommend
that pregnant women should receive
intermittent preventative treatment (IPT)
to reduce placental malaria. Data from
different African countries has shown
that IPT using SP reduces anemia in pregnant women and reduced the number of
LBW babies. In Cameroonian Ministry
of Health recommends that women
receive 2-3 doses of SulfadoxinePyrimethamine (SP) during pregnancy,
with the first dose being given after
quickening (~16 weeks), and then every
other month there after. Pregnant women
should be encouraged to take the recommended IPT treatment, because treatment
will significantly reduce maternal anemia, maternal death at delivery, and the
number of LBW babies. IPT is costeffective; healthier babies mean lower
medical expenses for parents.

% with LBW Babies

% with Placental Malaria

35

interface to be infected with malaria.
These infected erythrocytes induce an
inflammatory response and the accumulation of macrophage. The inflammatory
response can damage placental cells,
making them less efficient in transporting
nutrients to the fetus, thereby increasing
the risk of intrauterine growth retardation
(IUGR). In addition, the inflammatory
response changes the local environment
with an increase in cytokines, including
IFNγ, TNFα, and IL-10, that can result in
induction of premature labor. Clearly,
prevention of the accumulation of parasites in the placenta is of utmost importance.
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SOCIO-CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS:

The social burden of malaria
People's beliefs influence their
perception of malaria and how
they approach care-giving and
treatment, writes
journalist/anthropologist
Fai Collins Dzernyuy
Malaria is one of the deadliest diseases
especially in sub-Saharan Africa. The tools
and drugs to fight malaria are, however,
available. Preventive methods are also
being promoted. But despite efforts to kick
out malaria, the disease has remained persistent, affecting millions of people across
most parts of the continent.
The drawback is not only the resistance
to some of the drugs but the socio- cultural
dimension of the disease which has been
illusory to many health practitioners and
researchers where the incidences of the disease vary between people and communities.
Different cultures interpret and treat the illness differently.
Biomedicine operates in the domain of
observable and measurable data which is
quantified and generalized but disease prevention and treatment are not the preserve
of biomedicine. There is need to include
factors which are outside the laboratory and
test tubes. Where the laboratory is society
as a whole and where people’s perceptions
are x-rayed and analyzed according to their
peculiarities. This is the domain of the
anthropologist. Anthropology implies qualification and description. The social burden
of the disease implicitly calls for the perceptions of the illness which is a cultural
cohort. All societies have disease theory
systems to identify, classify and explain illness. It therefore becomes paramount for
health professionals who treat people from
other cultures to understand that the
patient’s beliefs can cause them to be ill and
the type of curing methods they consider to
be effective and acceptable. These disease
based theory systems are made up of
beliefs, customs and specialists ensuring
health as well as prevention and cure.
An analysis of the perception of malaria would show that local people incorporate
elements of their social, political and cultural life in categories which describe prevention, treatment and management of the
disease. The social burden of malaria will
therefore encompass the social beliefs,
social organization and the political and
economic underpinnings of the society.
This is because disease problems vary from
society to society.
The social burden of malaria therefore
builds on the social reality of the disease
that is not compatible with biomedical
knowledge. It is what society or a specific

cultural group thinks
about the disease.
Perceptions therefore
form the basis of
action and local interpretation of the disease gives an insight
into the disease as it
connotes action or
reaction.
Another crucial
aspect of the burden of
malaria is the community’s perception of
the causes, prevention
and treatment of the
disease. This is very
vital because strategies Villagers discuss about health issues. Their perceptions
have to be conceived could make all the difference in health care
and tailored to march
the belief systems. This will render the of that community. For example when a
child or somebody in the family falls ill,
approach more sustainable and successful.
Since pregnant women and children who takes care and how? Another facet of
below five are most vulnerable to malaria, the burden of malaria is to seek to know the
certain prevention decisions have to be various functions and roles of the members
taken by the community, the family and of the family in the management of the fameven the pregnant woman since the inci- ily. Is there any division of labour and how
is it? Is it only the father who is the breaddence is mostly borne by these groups.
In certain societies malaria is looked winner and prime decision maker in the
upon as a common illness with a number of family or both parents contribute to the
signs and symptoms that are seen as normal upkeep of the family? When a family memand can hardly hamper normal activity. ber falls sick, who bears the economic burHere, it is an everyday illness that is treat- den of the treatment? Is there a procedure to
able but not preventable. Treatment may be be followed before the patient receives
the prerogative of a family member or the treatment?
Another dimension of the social burden
patient. After the intervention of these peoof
the
disease is at the level of sickness and
ple if the disease persists, then outside medical assistance is sought especially at the may be the death of somebody who is sufhealth unit. Malaria is therefore a socially fering from malaria. When a member of the
acceptable illness with low pressure to seek family or community falls sick, that comtreatment and in such cases, those who are munity or family suffers from the incapacisick do not make a fuss about the illness. ty of the member in performing his social
The illness may also depend on the social function in that family or community. They
status of the patient -- with age, sex and may have to wait for him to regain his
social position having an influence on the health before he continues his chores in the
family and community. In the case of death,
perception of the disease.
The weight of the illness may also vary there is the loss of a member of a family
according to the role or social function of and community. The permanent absence of
the patient in the community. If the head of this person is a great loss to those who were
the family has malaria, he has to continue close to him.
Unlike the economic burden of malaria
with his daily chores otherwise he would be
looked upon as a weakling. The way people which is measurable, quantifiable and
live with the illness is therefore crucial. In maybe feasible, the social burden of malarcertain circumstances, the patient may wait ia is people and society specific. It is
for the disease to go away, indulge in self descriptive, qualitative and dynamic. The
treatment or only visit a health institution social weight of malaria is therefore embedded in the way the society approaches the
when the situation becomes critical.
Social organization and the political and illness. This social perception is therefore
economic contexts are also vital con- not as concrete and palpable as the economstituents of the social burden of malaria. ic burden. It is simply a socio- cultural conThe social position of the members of the struction. To some who may not be used to
community and the role they play in the the arcane of social sciences especially
daily functioning of the community is vital. anthropology, it may be looked upon as a
Who does what, when, how and why in jigsaw puzzle.
each family or community can be a mirror
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CAMAM dans le sud
Par Oswald Medoung
Malgré une implantation officièlle qui tarde encore à se faire,la
branche régionale de Cameroon Media Against Malaria est déjà en
activité dans le Sud. Même si à ce jour,ses principales actions sont
essentiellement concentrés dans la ville d'Ebolowa chef-lieu de la
région.
Une situation qui s'explique les difficultés d'accès aux autres
départements. Des rencontres entre les membres du point focal de
CAMAM-SUD et les reporters des autres médias installés à
Ebolowa ont tout de même permis d'intéresser un plus grand nombre de journalistes et animateurs.
Et cet intérêt se manifeste à plusieurs niveaux: dans des
reportages et des émissions de santé où le paludisme, de façon
générale occupe une place de choix, en Français, en Anglais et dans
les différentes langues locales de la région.
De ce fait le paludisme se vulgarise un peu plus dans le Sud et
grâce aux émissions radiodiffusés sur les ondes locales, une frange
de la population de plus en plus importante, est au fait non seulement des ravages que cause le paludisme, mais également des
mesures à prendre pour s'en protéger.
Pour que les actions de CAMAM-SUD couvre une plus vaste
portion de la région, il y a un besoin certain de mettre à contribution les médias basés dans les départements du Dja et Lobo et de
l'Océan.

hoping that donor organisations will show concern to meet the
needs of the most vulnerable population in malaria stricken communities of the region so as to facilitate the realisation of phase
two, that includes assistance through the distribution of treated
mosquito bed-nets and community-to-community health talks.
In the meantime two micro programmes in French and
English on the prevalence rate of malaria in Maroua have been produced to be broadcast over CRTV Maroua. This ICE approach will
continue for the most part of CAMAM’s phase one plan of action
in 2009. Similar action on sensitisation within the framework of
phase one has already commenced in some local news-papers.
With a united and committed spirit of CAMAM’s regional
members, the disquieting trend of malaria in the Far North could be
curbed considerably in 2009, but it is more true that action without
the corresponding logistics could possibly down-swing the success
rate of the anti-malaria drive or even engender an unexpected failure. However, the anti-malaria crusade is on course in the Far
North.

CAMAM NW goes to the field
By Mary Lum Azonga Nkwenti
CAMAM North West is waxing strong under its management

headed by its Focal Person and President Mary Lum Azonga
Nkwenti. The chapter has succeeded in having monthly meetings
on every first Friday of each month when we talk about CAMAM’s
activities and welfare of individual CAMAM members.
A small “njangi” social scheme has been included so as to help
Crusade intensified in Far North
members and keep the togetherness all in a bid to bind members
together. Apart from monthly meetings, we also try and make our
By Amin Nkeng Edward
malaria press forums coincide with our monthly meetings as we try
Ever since some members of the Cameroon Media Against to invite a guest each month to school members on problems of
Malaria (CAMAM) drawn from the East, South, Centre, Littoral malaria so that members are better armed with all the nitty gritty of
and the three Northern regions, met in Yaounde on Monday, malaria, in order to better report on the disease.
December 15 2008 for a two-day seminar against malaria, sponApart from this some CAMAM North West chapter members
sored by Cameroon Coalition
were part of a 2-day workAgainst Malaria (CCAM), it was
shop on malaria at the conferclear that there is a mounting
ence hall of the Cameroon
and consistent commitment
Baptist Convention.
within the ranks of Cameroon
One of our activities so
medics and media practitioners
far has been a visit to the govunder the CCAM-CAMAN parternor with the “About
nership to kick out malaria in
Malaria” magazine.
Cameroon.
Some members also visitComing on the heels of
ed the dumpsite for urban
a similar seminar in Bamenda,
waste at Mile 6 Mankon and
the Yaounde seminar brought to
discovered that the dump site
a sharp focus the ravaging
is causing a lot of problems to
effects of malaria as the number
the people as a lot of mosquione killer disease according to
toes breed on the refuse. The
global statistics, affecting a conproposal of CAMAM is for
siderable portion of the less privthe dumpsite to be taken elseileged population in rural settlewhere. Some members also
CAMAM
members
in
group
picture
after
training
in
Yaounde
ments across Cameroon.
visited
some
boarding
The creation of the Far
schools like PSS Mankon and
North Regional Chapter of CAMAN during the Yaounde anti- Our Lady of Lourdes College (OLLC), Mankon to find out what
malaria seminar was another step in the right direction taken by they do to fight malaria. In PSS Mankon it was discovered that the
CAMAN to intensify sensitisation on the devastating effects of authorities try to fill potholes and clear rubbish in the campus, promalaria and consequently to pre-empt the spread of the disease in vide first aid to students with malaria before sending them to the
the region most especially in rural communities where ignorance hospital. It was also discovered that the students do not use nets
and abject poverty predispose the population to infection.
because it is expensive. In Lourdes, we were also made to underConscious of the urgency for immediate action after the stand by the principal that a few girls do have nets in school but
Yaounde seminar the Far North Regional Chapter of CAMAN others who don’t say it is expensive.
headed by Amin Nkeng Edward and Miss Amina Djibrilla met
In both schools, bushes are also cleared and standing water
recently with some media men and women of both public and pri- taken care of. The students are also given malaria treatment before
vate news organs in Maroua to keep them abreast of they are sent to the hospital.
CCAM/CAMAN objectives, lay down a roadmap for 2009 and
CAMAM strongly thinks that it would be a nice idea if the bed
plans to put in place a regional bureau by the end of January 2009. nets are included in the school lists as students go back to school.
Phase one of CAMAN’s roadmap for 2009 in the Far North Region Parents should be sensitised through the PTAs.
is basically centred around the ICE Strategy (Information,
CAMAM NW is also planning to visit health clubs in schools,
Communication and Education) on malaria related issues while launch a Malaria Best Artist Song competition, among other things.
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GLOBAL MALARIA ACTION PLAN:

An achievable blueprint for fighting malaria
By Dr Esther Tallah &
Fon Philemon

with a new approach: it provides a
roadmap for malaria control that includes
all endemic countries. This would ensure
that
local gains would not be lost
because of reintroduction of the disease
from other areas since anti-malarial tools
would be employed on a much larger
scale at a global level.
Three core components of the strategy are:

very minute, two children die of
malaria in sub-Saharan Africa.
This translates to about eight hundred thousand deaths in a year. In addition, about half of the world’s population
is at risk of malaria enduring the suffering
and losses that come
with this disease.
Malaria is not only a
key cause of child
and maternal mortality; it also reinforces
extreme poverty in
some of the world’s
poorest
regions.
Malaria puts huge
Figure: Three componets of global malaria
stress on national
health systems and
The Global Malaria Action Plan prescosts billions of dollars while playing a
ents a two-phase blueprint for action
key role in hindering economic growth. It
against the disease across the world. The
is therefore no exaggeration to claim that
strategy involves three core components:
this disease remains one of the greatest
control and elimination enhanced by
threats of our time taking a huge toll
greatly expanded research. Control incorsocially, economically and above all, in
porates the notion of Scale-Up-Forterms of human life.
Impact (SUFI) which assures that malarFor decades now the world has been
ia prevention and treatment are universalaware of the ravages of malaria and
ly available to all at risk. This entails the
actions have been taken in numerous
use of tools such as long-lasting insecticicountries to blunt its impact. Despite spodal nets (LLINs), indoor residual sprayradic success in certain cases, such caming (IRS), and intermittent preventive
paigns have often failed because of lack
therapy during pregnancy (IPTp) as well
of political commitment, diminished
as assuring prompt diagnosis and treatfunding and the ever-present risk that
ment on a much larger scale in cases of
when nations act independently of each
illness. Control also involves sustained
other, the malaria parasite can very easily
universal coverage and use of malaria
be reintroduced from an endemic country
prevention and treatment because maininto regions where control efforts had
taining any gains made is critical to the
successfully stopped the spread of the
overall success of the global effort
disease. This would mean a waste of
against malaria. Improving national
resources, a resurgence of the disease and
health systems as well as integrating
massive loss of life. Above all, it creates
malaria treatment, prevention and sura sense of hopelessness and despair as
veillance into existing health programs in
regards the battle against malaria.
endemic countries is vital if this objective
owever, the Roll Back Malaria is to be attained.
Elimination on the other hand is
(RBM) Partnership created in
1998 now offers new hope to pre- envisaged as the long term goal of
vent, treat and ultimately eliminate this GMAP. Though likely to be long and
disease in spite of the massive challenges costly, it would be the ultimate solution to
mentioned. It has advanced a Global the global malaria problem because of its
Malaria Action Plan (GMAP) which substantial benefits: as countries achieve
offers a detailed framework for the ongo- elimination, malaria prevention and treating fight against malaria. This plan which ment costs fall dramatically and the risk
articulates short term (by 2010), medium of resurgence decreases. For this strategy
term (by 2015) and long term (beyond to be successful however, extensive
2015) goals tackles this ancient disease research into new tools, policies and

E

H

mechanisms is required.
The feasibility of the Global Malaria
Action Plan can only be assured if sufficient resources are available. Hundreds
of millions of protective nets, insecticides, diagnostic tests and drugs would
be required over the next decade. The
global costs are estimated at about US$
17 billion. Since most of the affected
countries are too poor to provide the
resources needed
and have very
weak and inefficient health systems, funding for
the GMAP is
required on a massive scale. A shortfall of more than
US$ 4 billion has
strategy
already been experienced between the 2007 and 2009 targets. Such spending gaps are extremely
detrimental because a failure to apply the
GMAP strategy globally would suggest
an imminent collapse of the Global
Malaria Action Plan.
f it is to be successful, GMAP would
have to depend on the sustained
efforts and contributions of all the
stakeholders involved: national governments, multilateral agencies, donors, civil
society, non-governmental organisations,
advocates, researchers, communities,
individuals… Encouragingly, studies
indicate that investing in the Global
Malaria Action Plan is worthwhile especially from a humanitarian and economic
point of view. For instance, if the 2010
coverage goals are met, 4.2 million lives
would be saved in 20 high-burden
African countries. Eliminating malaria
would relieve poor nations of the huge
burdens placed on their health systems
and the plan makes economic sense since
malaria interventions are among the most
cost-effective of all diseases. Finally,
deploying the Global Malaria Action Plan
will help the world meet Millennium
Development Goals such as reducing
infant mortality, improving maternal
health, combating HIV/AIDS and eradicating extreme poverty. The GMAP is a
worthwhile undertaking: with sufficient
funding and political support, this plan
will help the world reap dramatic gains
against malaria in the coming years.
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CCAM launches Global Malaria Action Plan in Cameroon
By Akere-Maimo & Esther Tallah
he Cameroon Coalition Against
Malaria launched the Global Malaria
Action Plan, GMAP, on Thursday, 18
December 2008 at the courtyard of its
Bastos office in Yaounde.
The event that took the form of a
Malaria Awareness and Fundraising Night,
dubbed Malaria Night, saw the presence of
top government officials, representatives of
Civil Society Organisations, media persons
and a host of invitees. Artistes such as
Richard Kings also thrilled the audience
while injecting the element of edutainment
in the fight against malaria. The occasion
was also spiced with traditional dances,
video projections on malaria control and a
special dinner.
The occasion started with a series of
speeches delivered by Prof Rose Leke,
CCAM’s Executive Director, Dr Esther
Tallah, CCAM Manager, Wain Paul Ngam,
CAMAM President, and Dr Ondomo
Andze Gervais, Personal Representative of
the Minister of Public Health.
While the CCAM Executive Director
dwelt on CCAM’s achievements for the two
years of its existence, the CCAM Manager
shed light on the GMAP. The CAMAM
(Cameroon Media Against Malaria) president called on his colleagues of the media
to join forces against malaria. The
Minister’s Representative reaffirmed government’s commitment to combat malaria
and lauded the effort of CCAM in launching the GMAP in Cameroon – a global
launch that was initiated during the last UN
submit in New York on September 25,
2008.

T

Fundraising
About 1 million FCFA was raised to
support CCAM activities through cutting of
the GMAP cake. Prof Wilfred F. Mbacham,
the CCAM Executive Secretary who doubles as the President of Fobang Foundation
(FF) announced to the surprise of everyone
the securing of 15 million FCFA to sustain
six issues of About Malaria magazine for
three years (2009-2011). The funds are provided by Malaria No More Netherlands
through the FF.
Anne Nsang, the Director of the UN
Information Centre (UNIC) in Cameroon
also donated a carton of documents to the
CCAM Information Resource Centre. She
was particularly pleased with the achievements CCAM has registered as Advocacy
Agency in the fight against malaria in
Cameroon.
David Robertson and Dr Julia Samuel
of the Drive Against Malaria (DAM), who
brave the scorching heat of the Sahara and
wet climate of the tropical rain forest coupled with the bad roads and possibility of
malaria attack to traverse Africa in a bid to
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fight against malaria in a safari
Land Rover, were equally present. Their mission entails reaching out to communities in high
malaria risk zones, distributing
free LLINs and providing treatment. The couple promised
CCAM a pack of 50 LLINs.
Winners of Investigative
Reporting Competition
The winners of
the
“Investigative
R e p o r t i n g
Competition
on
LLINs” were awarded
prizes at the end of the
occasion. Yvette Fru
emerged first taking
home a laptop (Radio
Production);
Dora
Shey, the runner-up
received a TV set (TV
Production)
while
Henry Mekole, the
third, got a handset
(Radio Production).
Six candidates participated. The three win- Top: Fund-raising cake at the GMAP launch in Yaounde
ners are all journalists Above: Dr Ondomo Andze Gervais, Personal
working for the state Representative of the Minister of Public Health at the
audiovisual
media GMAP launch chatting with Mrs Anne Nsang, Director of
the UN Information Centre in Cameroon
organ, CRTV. No articles were submitted
Executing the Media Plan
for the print media.
The GMAP Launch in Cameroon
received extensive attention by the media.
Training of CAMAM members
It was a major news item and CCAM’s
Prior to the Malaria Night, CCAM executive members were guests on top
organised a two-day training of over 20 radio and TV programmes to talk about the
CAMAM members starting Monday, 15 GMAP.
December 2008. The participants most of
Echoes of these weeklong activities
whom were CRTV journalists drawn from were felt in the far ends of Cameroon as
the Far North, North, Adamawa, East, journalists trained took the message to their
South and Centre regions were equipped various regions. Newspapers such as The
with basic communication skills on Malaria Post and The Herald also devoted pages to
Advocacy and Programming. The facilita- educate the masses on the GMAP.
tors were CAMAM president, Wain Paul
GMAP is a consensus-based plan with
and Kini Nsom, CAMAM member and the established objective of controlling
Yaounde Bureau Chief of The Post, while malaria world-wide. GMAP's three-fold
the main resource person was Dr Esther strategy: control, elimination and research,
Tallah, CCAM Manager.
constitutes an onslaught to halt the leading
killer.
Orientation of journalists on the
Talking to the press, CCAM General
GMAP
Manager Dr Esther Tallah said since the
As a prelude to the event, CCAM in col- success of the GMAP strategy is hinged on
laboration with the National Malaria the proper dissemination of information,
Control Programme and the Yaounde UN the media shoulder enormous responsibiliInformation Centre hosted an orientation ty. She said this approach is very important
session for media persons on Wednesday, since it will save lives, reduce poverty and
17 December 2008 at its Bastos headquar- strengthen health systems.
ters. This was intended to familiarise them
If the GMAP is well executed, authoriwith the GMAP that sounds the trumpet ties say, “It would facilitate Cameroon's bid
against malaria that kills one child every 30 to achieving the UN Millennium
seconds in Africa.
Development Goals (MDGs). Given that
Drive Against Malaria were also part of children and pregnant women are more vulboth workshops, sharing their experiences nerable to malaria, it is hoped that GMAP
with the journalists.
will reduce infant mortality and improve
maternal health”.
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REMINISCENCES
By Peter Essoka
Many of us especially in the tropics
live recklessly. Killer diseases like malaria do not seem to mean anything to us
because we have this false notion that
having been bitten millions of times by
these little creatures, we have developed
a strong immunity against their attacks.
Not true! No matter how long we may
trudge along without a bout of malaria,
the potential of being a victim is always
there.
We are cautioned every day to take
preventive measures against this nuisance
of a pandemic, but we are usually nonchalant as to keeping or respecting the
rules of the game. And so, many are
plucked away unnoticed and no statistics
can give the true picture of how many of
us respond to the tolling of the death
bells.
I told you the story of the prowess of
General Anopheles during the budding
years of colonialism in parts of West
Africa. The Whiteman could not permanently settle or have colonies in the West
coast of Africa because he was under the
constant threats of the devastating effects
of the mosquito bite. He succeeded in
manufacturing some preventive measures
for survival, but there always remains an

inherent fear and apprehension towards
living in these dangerously mined-malaria dominated areas.
Yet the original inhabitants seemed to
survive. How, was the question!
I do not know how scientifically apt
our parents used to stay us free from
malaria. Whatever the case I knew my
grandmother would boil the back of some
tree and concoct it with some special
leaves. Every morning when she suspects
we may be ill, we had to drink a cup of
the mixture. It was a cure-all concoction.
I am alive! But not many did survive such
make-shift curative mixtures.
Apart from those mixtures, there
were, from the regard of our parents some
imported medicine which they referred to
as the Whiteman’s medicine.
It was an aberration to tell some of
those old women the M&B tablets could
not cure everything including malaria. As
soon as they felt feverish, they requested
for M&B. Even when they went to see
the doctor, they made sure they told him
what was wanted. No doctor’s insistence
could change their minds.
At the extreme of this, they would ask
for a penicillin injection. This was considered the ultimate curer of their ailments and diseases. Any doctor who did
not prescribe M&B and/or penicillin

injection was considered a novice.
Things do not seem to have changed
much. Many of us defy medical advice to
follow our intuition and the advice of
some non-professional to administer
medicines, some time expired as alternatives to what should bring us better relief.
The ambulating hawkers with trucks
of medicine sell at cheap rates. The
poverty syndrome that had struck us has
made us ready victims of these murderous medications.
The M&B or penicillin injection may
not be en vogue today but more and more
of us need to be sensitised or educated on
the necessity to be aware of what is good
for us to reduce the alarming death rate
because of malaria. You have been
warned!

F o r u m e x a m i n e s u n i v e r s a l a c c e s s t o A C Ts
“Universal and equitable access to Artemisinin-based combination therapies (ATCs) in Cameroon”
was the focus of reflections by actors in the fight against malaria at a two-day forum in Yaounde,
reports Nange Yvonne
Actors in the anti-malaria fight in
Cameroon met on 28 and 29 January
2009 at the Centre Jean XXIII, Mvolye,
Yaounde, to reflect on access of the population to Artemisinin-based combination
therapies (ACTs), a new generation
malaria drug.
The two-day forum, organised by the
Cameroon Coalition Against Malaria
(CCAM) in collaboration with the Centre
for the Development of Good Health
Practices, brought together researchers,
community actors, health care promoters,
sponsors, care givers and drug procurement actors.
Discussions focused on the policy
brief, “Universal and equitable access to
Artemisinin-based combination therapies
in Cameroon”.
This brief was tailored after the WHO
evidence-informed decision making initiative (EVIPnet) adopted during a global
ministerial summit on health research in

Mexico City in
November 2004.
It
was
expected that the
forum will stimulate dialogue
between various
actors in the
fight
against
malaria
on
access to ACTs.
Participants
at the workshop
made varied proposals
after
deliberations in Group picture at deliberative forum in Yaounde on
four workgroups. equitable and universal access to ACTs
These delibThe forum was sponsored by World
erations were inspired by opening Health Organisation-Evidence Informed
remarks by CCAM executive director, Policy Network and participants were
Prof. Rose Leke, and papers presented by from civil society and the public and priDr. Ongolo, Mrs Bonono and Prof. vate sectors.
Wilfred Mbacham.
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COMMUNIQUE

UNITAID Executive Board, 9th Session
24-25th November 2008, Geneva

Civil Society Delegations’ Communiqué
he Executive Board of UNITAID convened in
Geneva on 24th and 25th November 2008 with
civil society represented by NGO board member Khalil Elouardighi and alternate Mogha Kamal
and Communities Living with the Diseases Board
member Carol Nawina Nyirenda and newly appointed alternate Esther Tallah. Here follows a short communiqué outlining the key discussions and actions.

T

The civil society delegations together with members
of the Civil Society advisory group held pre-meetings
from 21st-23rd November in preparation. This was
an opportunity to introduce the advisory group to
UNITAID’s history and ways of working. Members of
the group provided important insights into the board
documents and decisions thus helped the representatives to prepare positions and talking points.
At the board meeting, the key discussion areas were
around: development of UNITAID 3 year strategy;
Affordable Medicines Facility for Malaria (AMFm);
management issues; progress reports on existing
grants/programmes and decisions on new proposals; patent pool; UNITAID Communications Strategy;
and The Millennium Foundation for Voluntary
Solidarity Contribution (VSC).

Key decisions:
1. Strategy
The strategy confirms UNITAID’s mission to have market
impact in terms of: price, availability, quality and delivery
in the areas of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria. CS
delegations contributed to the resolution development and
have sent detailed comments on the strategy for consideration in the strategy committee.
2. Management issues
The secretariat is authorized to establish Interim Expert
Advisory Group (IEAG) as plans are made to develop the
full EAG.
The board decided to support improvement of UNITAID
ways of working via:
Creating 3 committees: Policy and Strategy (NGOs
included in membership), Finance, and Communication
(Communities included in membership)
Creating a board committee to help recruitment of key
posts especially: chief market dynamic specialist, financing and management manager, and board liaison officer.
Creating a position of vice chair
Creating 2 main posts under the Executive Secretary:
Chief of Operations and Chief of Management. This will
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enable deputy ES to focus on strategy.
3. Progress on current proposals and new
proposals
There was a presentation on the reviews of the proposals
from the Interim Expert Advisory Group. On the basis of
this information it made the following decisions.
a. CHAI Extension of Second Line ARV project
Decision: Approved to commit up to $75,989,000 for
extension for 2009
b. CHAI Extension of Pediatric ARV project for 2009
Decision: Approved up to $63,736, 788
c. WHO/PHI Scaling Up Treatment through Public Health
approach to Intellectual Property
Decision: Did not approve as did not add sufficient added
value to work of UNITAID. Recognized importance of IP
in addressing price reductions and requested Secretariat to
exploring other avenues of further collaboration with
WHO/PHI
CS delegations raised a number of issues especially the
need for new proposals and Monitoring & Evaluation to
include clear data on “country preparedness” in terms of
the partners plans of: drugs pre-qualifications, registration
in the country, inclusion in therapeutic guidelines, training
of health workers, availability and capacity of warehouse,
supply chain management)
4. AMFm
The board approved UNITAID support for the AMFm in
terms of: a.) Appointing one technical expert from secretariat and one board member to represent UNITAID in the
AMFm ad hoc committee and subsequent governance
committee, b.) In collaboration with partners lead the
quantification and forecasting for ACTs and play key role
in price negotiations with manufacturers, c.) Committing
up to $130m for 2009-2010 subject to clarification on
market impact levers and resource availability.
CS delegation negotiated and eventually included strict
criteria to ensure that AMFm delivers on market impact
and that a proposal of funding will be submitted to UNITAID as per procedures. The secretariat is now working
on a timeline for comments and recommendation in
preparation for an extraordinary board meeting in
January 2009 to finalise the decision.
5. Patent Pool
There was an update from the Executive Secretary of
UNITAID secretariat highlighting that the project speci-
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fications for the Patent Pool Task Force Completed and
that the position of Senior Analyst had been posted and
now closed with applications being reviewed and decision to be made very soon.
6. Communication Strategy
A strategy was presented and comments will be
sent to the board and secretariat
7. Other issues
The civil society delegation tabled three important resolutions under any other business related to; a.) Audit of
UNITAID funded programmes, b.) Strengthening of
Monitoring and Evaluation framework, c.) Improvements
to forms for proposals and reporting. There was strong
support from the board and a genuine appreciation for the
CS delegation raising these important issues and these
will now be considered for decision as part of the new
sub-committees.
Conclusions
The next UNITAID Executive Board meeting is
planned for 12-13 May 2009 in Geneva. Between

now and then the Civil Society Delegation will be
working to:
Further strengthen our communication, representation and advisory structures through the development of its own communication strategy.
Follow up on patent pool progress
Work to ensure a satisfactory AMFm resolution at
Extraordinary Board Meeting January 2009
Inputting into sub-committees
Ensuring tabled resolutions and all other issues and
action points are followed-up on.
In particular these events demonstrated the strength of
civil society to influence issues on the board and the success of the pre-meetings laid the foundations for concrete
strategising on how to develop the civil society delegation. We now strive to consolidate this good work and
develop to further improve for the next board meeting.
For any further information please contact UNITAID
Civil Society Delegation Liaison Officer, Rob Doble
(rdoble@oxfam.org.uk)

Développement durable:
Plan Cameroon au chevet des populations rurales
lusieurs réalisations communautaires : forages d’eau
potables, salles de classes,
latrines scolaires, cours d’alphabétisation, distribution des
moustiquaires imprégnées, etc.
Telle que révélée par Amadou Bocoum,
Directeur National de Plan Cameroon qui
a la charge de conduire les activités de
l’Organisation au Cameroun, l’action de
Plan Cameroon se réduit essentiellement
aux œuvres humanitaires. Les populations rurales étant très défavorisées dans
une large mesure, les œuvres de
l’Organisation sont beaucoup plus orientées en leur faveur.
Un « paquet minimum » est ainsi
offert à chaque communauté. Il s’agit
d’un ensemble de réalisation constitué de
salles de classe équipées de tables bancs,
de latrines scolaires et d’un forage d’eau
saine. C’est à la suite d’un constat simple
que Plan Cameroon a choisi de s’investir
pour l’amélioration des conditions des
enfants en milieu rural. En effet la performance scolaire des enfants en milieu
rural est généralement en baisse faute
d’infrastructures adéquates. Le manque
d'accès à l'eau potable explique aussi les
difficultés auxquelles se heurte la scolarisation des enfants dans nos villages.
Dans les régions rurales du Cameroun,
moins de la moitié de la population a un
accès à de l'eau potable. Cette proportion
est plus élevée en milieu urbain. Ce
problème reste grave dans les régions

P

forestières du Sud, du
Centre et de l’Est.
Dans les arrondissements d’Esse et
d’Akonolinga,
la
présence de Plan
Cameroon a permis à
de nombreuses écoles
rurales d’avoir l’eau
potable et des moyens
d'assainissement pour
les élèves. Le but
étant de rendre l’environnement scolaire
plus favorable aux
études
pour
les Plan Cameroun distribue les moustiquaires
enfants.
Plan imprégnées à longue durée aux enfants
Cameroon s’est ainsi
en droite ligne dans la politique du gouinvesti en 2008 dans 16 écoles, construit vernement camerounais de lutter contre
78 latrines scolaires et communautaires. la pauvreté. L’eau et l’assainissement
L’organisation a aussi distribué près de sont inscrits dans le Document de
12 200 moustiquaires imprégnées aux stratégie de réduction de la pauvreté
femmes enceintes et enfants de moins de comme des axes de priorité de lutte concinq ans.
tre la pauvreté avec pour objectif d’atLes donations de Plan Cameroon teindre 75% d’accès à l’eau potable en
arrivent toujours à point nommé dans les milieu rural d’ici à 2015.
communautés choisies. A l’école
Sur le terrain, des obstacles majeurs au
publique d’Ongandi à Esse, la construc- déroulement de ce programme. Les
tion de trois salles de classe entièrement longues distances entre les populations
équipées de tables bancs a eu des effets posent un énorme problème. Les commudirects sur la scolarité de cette commu- nautés parfois ont du mal a assimilé le
nauté. A l’inauguration de ces joyaux, la concept d’exploitation durable des
voix la plus autorisée de l’école à savoir ouvrages. Avec l’appui des partenaires au
le Directeur a affirmé que les nouvelles développement comme Plan Cameroon,
salles de classes ont fortement influencé l’espoir reste tout de même permis d’atsur l’effectif qui est passé à la hausse.
teindre les objectifs du millénaire fixés à
Cette action de Plan Cameroon s’inscrit 60% par le Gouvernement Camerounais.
JANUARY 2009
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Habits for successful people!
Drinking
potable
water and
washing
hands with
soap

Portable Drinking Station
Treated with 1.5% solution of sodium hypochloride

Portable Hand-Washing Station
Soap added directly in water

Fighting
malaria
through
training
And the
use of
insecticide
treated
Mosquitoe
s bed nets

Dr. Esther
Tallah (above)
teaching rural
women at one
of AAA trainings on how to
use properly
insecticide
treated mosquitoes nets to
fight malaria.

AAA orphans showing their insecticide
treated mosquitoes bed nets

African Action on AIDS (AAA) just came out with a double innovation aims at providing the general public with new tools to fight diseases caused by polluted water and unclean hands. Although the work of AAA aims to prevent HIV infection and AIDS, the function of
the Portable Drinking and Hand-Washing Stations attempt to reduce the risk of opportunistic diseases caused by polluted water and dirty
hands.
A Portable Drinking Station provides potable drinking water free of harmful contaminants. The water is protected from the threat of
pollutants caused by unclean hands and containers because it is enclosed and elevated away from the floor. The station is comprised
of a closed recycled 20 litres container, a brass sieve inserted at the bottom to collect and separate contaminated particles from water,
and a metal frame that supports the container on the wall away from the floor. Included in the container filled with water is “WaterGuard”
– a substance that makes water potable. An adapted brush to clean the container every time the water is changed and an extended
wooden handle that hold cups away from the floor are placed on the wall adjacent to the drinking station.
A Portable Hand-Washing Station provides soapy water for the cleaning of dirty hands. The station is comprised of a closed recycled
20 litre container, a tap, and a metal frame that supports the container on the wall away from the floor. Included in the container is powder soap and water.
The innovative Stations are portable allowing people to travel with potable and soapy water from one location to another while simultaneously promoting the right to safe water and clean hands.
AAA is a tax exempt non-profit organization registered in the USA and operating under section 501(c) 3 of the IRS code. It is also registered in Cameroon (auth. No 00174/A/MINAT/DAP/SDLP/SAC). It has special consultative status with the United Nations ECOSOC
and the UN Department of Information.
AAA Mission St
Statement affirms
affirms the following:
W e believe that no one is alone. We succeed when the youth we serve become agents of their own change and use their
knowledge to change their communities.
W e reach the youth of sub-Saharan Africa whose lives are affected by AIDS.
W e affirm that tomorrow’s responsible parents are the knowledgeable youth of today.
W e educate youth with the knowledge they need to stay alive; teach them to share that knowledge with their peers
W e build extended family support networks in local villages and communities to deliver security, food, education and healthcare
to children orphaned by AIDS.
W e create healthcare awareness by building basic health plans with village women and their families. These plans help them to
prevent HIV/AIDS and Malaria.
Ruth Bamela Engo
President, African Action on AIDS

NEWS

CCAM drills MPs on malaria advocacy
By By Akere-Maimo &
Nange Yvonne (intern)
Malaria continues to be the first cause
of morbidity and mortality in Cameroon.
It represents 50% consultations, 40%
under five children deaths, 40% household spending on health, and compounds
maternal health and the survival of the
woman’s baby in the womb and after
delivery. As the world mobilises to control and eventually eliminate malaria, it is
important to mobilise all stakeholders at
all levels, in the fight against malaria.
It is in this guise that the European
Parliamentarians conducted their firstever Malaria Study Tour to Cameroon in
2007, an event which was hosted by
CCAM. The aim of the study tour was to
acquaint the European Parliamentarians
with the malaria realities in Cameroon. A
series of meetings at all levels included a
working session with the Cameroonian
Parliamentarians who decided to integrate malaria into the already existing All
Party Parliamentary Working Group on
HIV.
With
the
Cameroon
Parliamentarians affirming their interest
in the fight against malaria, CCAM
organised a one day orientation for members of the All Party Parliamentary
Working Group on malaria advocacy that
took place on 22 April 2008. They in turn
requested for all 178 Cameroon parliamentarians to be orientated similarly.
It is for this reason that CCAM organised a chain of training workshops in
Yaounde, Ngaoundere, Maroua and
Bamenda in January 2009 grouping well
over 50 MPs from the different regions of
Cameroon. The workshop was aimed at
acquainting the parliamentarians with the
basics of malaria and the orientation on

Parliamentarians at Garoua lap of CCAM training on malaria

the Global Malaria Action Plan (GMAP).
They also brainstormed on the possible
role members of parliament can play in
the fight against malaria and identified
action lines to draw an action plan for
them.
The MPs were first oriented on
Malaria Advocacy and Programming that
essentially took the form of 6 modules:
(1) The socio-economic burden of malaria in the world and in Cameroon in particular, (2) What is malaria? (3) Fighting
against malaria or malaria prevention, (4)
Malaria treatment, (5) Attitudes and
socio-cultural beliefs and (6) Malaria
Control Programming.
Secondly, they were drilled on the
short, medium and long term objectives
of the GMAP founded on a 3-phase blueprint: Control (malaria prevention &
treatment) and Elimination and Research.
They also looked at among things the key
tools to fight against malaria including :
long-lasting insecticide treated mosquito
nets (LLINs), indoor residual spraying
(IRSs), intermittent
preventive treatment
during pregnancy
(IPTp), other vector
(mosquito) controls,
prompt
diagnosis
and effective treatment.
After the nationwide training on
Malaria Advocacy &
Programming and
orientation on the
GMAP, the following points of action
CCAM Manager, Dr Esther Tallah (standing) lectures were adopted at both
the central and local
Parliamentarians at Yaounde lap of training
levels. At the central
on malaria

level, they vied for effective application
of the Abuja declaration on 15% budget
allocation for health, advocated for a
budget line for the fight against malaria,
possibility for the exoneration of malariarelated commodities as well as the government exploring the possibility of producing LLINs and ACTs in Cameroon.
They also resolved for MPs to be part of
negotiating terms for conventions,
treaties and declaration related to the
fight against malaria in Cameroon.
At their respective communities, they
requested to be involved in the distribution process of LLINs and to participate
in the activities of the WMD.
Also recognizing their regular presence and contact with their respective
constituencies, they vouched to henceforth transmit malaria messages during
their political rallies and person to person
interactions. Some of them even pledged
to use their micro project money to purchase bed nets and distribute free of
charge to their respective electorates.
They also decided that the MPs from
each region will meet in March 2009 validate the action for Cameroon – all of
which will go long way to improve the
malaria situation in their various constituencies and Cameroon at large.
Most of them are now convinced that
malaria is killer disease just like
HIV/AIDS and there is need all to put
hands on deck to counting malaria out of
Cameroon. They are also now aware of
the fact that malaria does not only further
aggravate the poverty level of a poor
country such as Cameroon but saps away
a greater chunk of our human resources
in terms of absenteeism at work and
schools. It is time to act now or never!
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ETUDE

Etude portant sur l’utilisation de la MII dans le district de
Bafut, région du Nord-Ouest
Rédigé par Akindeh Nji, Tsagmo Yves Ronny, Pierre Fongho Suh et Tamsa Arfao Antoine
L'enquête réalisée dans l'arrondissement de Bafut par CAMAM (Cameroon Media Against Malaria) pour
déterminer le niveau d'utilisation des MII, les connaissances sur les MII et les recommandations pour
une meilleure distribution de MII entre autre, a ciblée une population de 297 individus.

Prévalence
De cette étude, il ressort que 89% des individus interrogés ont
reconnu souffrir du paludisme. Cette information confirme que le
paludisme sévit dans la région.

Do you suffer from malaria

No
11%
No
Yes
Yes
89%

Connaissance sur la MII
• Percentage of peo ple w ho know w hat
is IN Ts

300
250
200
num b e r of
150
pe rson
100
50
0

Y es ; 257

S érie1

86, 5% des personnes interrogées ont affirmé connaître ce qu'est
la MII ; 49% et 30% de ces personnes le savent à travers les formations sanitaires et la radio, respectivement.
Nous savons par ailleurs que 83,5% que ceux qui connaissent la
MII, l'ont vu dans le district de santé (39%) et dans les centres de
santé locaux (41%).

No; 40
No

Y es

Possession et utilisation de la MII
51.9% des personnes interrogées ont déclaré posséder une MII.
Par famille une seule MII ne suffit pas ; pour 10 lits on a 2 MIIs,
donc le taux de couverture par les MIIs à domicile est faible.

Have you ever had ITN ?

No
48%
Yes
52%

No

L'enquête a par ailleurs révélé que seulement 37% des personnes
possédant la MII ont dormi sous la MII la nuit précédant l'enquête.

Yes

29% Seulement de personnes connaissant ce que c'est qu'une MII
utilisent réellement la MII, on peut déduire qu'il existe un réel
problème de suivi communicationnel et de distribution effective
de MII aux populations nécessiteuses. La stratégie de communication pour le changement de comportement est indispensable,
ceci dans l'optique d'amener chaque personne possédant une MII
à véritablement dormir sous celle-ci chaque soir.
Pour une meilleure distribution des MIIs, 55.7% de la population interrogée recommande que les MIIs soient distribuées à tout le monde et 23% de celle-ci souhaite que
cela se fasse par la méthode du " porte à porte".
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Malaria treatment taken to homes
By Garriba Frank,
The Eden Newspaper
he Permanent Secretary of
Cameroon’s National Malaria
Control Programme, NMCP, Dr
Ndong à Bessong, advanced reasons for a
new programme to face challenges of
malaria in Cameroon during a meeting
with journalists in November 2008.
Ndong à Bessong whose outfit is at the
centre of the new strategy, has said that
just about 40% of malaria patients have
access to treatment while only 20% actually go to the hospital for medical care,
reason why the authorities have adopted a
home-based approach.
He also hoped that the training of
community health agents being used to
carry out home-based treatment of malaria would do just their job because they
were carefully selected and are well
known in their various communities.
He was speaking at the Malaria Press
Club meeting of CCAM in Yaounde on 7
November 2008.
Public Health Minister, André Mama
Fouda, officially launched the programme for the treatment of uncomplicated malaria in homes during a press
briefing he chaired in Yaounde early
October. The programme concerns the
use of ACTs, a new effective treatment
against the killer disease.
According to the Permanent Secretary
of the NMCP, ACT is a combination of
drugs which have been proven effective
in the treatment of uncomplicated malaria cases. The two types of ACT approved
in Cameroon by the Ministry of Public
Health are the Artesunate-Amodiaquine
and Artemether-Lumefantrine combinations, adopted to fight resistance devel-

T

oped by monotherapies
and other anti-malaria
combinations.
The dosage of each
combination
varies
according to four age
groups. Babies between 1
month and 2 years are to
be administered 2 tablets
of
ArtemetherLumefantrine per day, one
tablet in the morning and
another at night for 3 consecutive days, while chil- Permanent secretary of the National Malaria Control
dren between 3 and 8 years Programme, Dr Ndong à Bessong, tells journalists all
about new approach of home treatment for malaria
are to take 4 tablets each
day in 2 doses for the same length of above official prices.
Minister Mama Fouda had earlier
time. Adolescents from 9-11 years are to
warned
against any wayward practices by
take 6 tablets each day, while adults from
the
trained
community health relay
11 years and above 8 tablets in 2 doses
agents who are to be consulted and
each day for 3 days.
As for the Artesunate-Amodiaquine informed on cases of side effects of the
tablets, all age groups ranging from drugs. He promised severe sanctions to
babies between 2 and 11 months, 1-5 anyone caught in unwarranted acts, the
years and 6-13 years are to be adminis- punishments including suspension of the
tered a tablet dose each day for 3 days, perpetrator and possible prosecution.
Some 15,300 community health
with the exception of adults from 14
workers
drawn from all 10 regions of
years and above who are to take 2 tablets
Cameroon
were in October 2007 trained
each day.
to
carry
out
home-based malaria manageDr Ndong insisted that the prices of
Artesunate-Amodiaquine tablets, which ment during early symptoms of the disare subsidised by government, vary ease by the use of the two combinations
according to age groups and the provision available in public health facilities and
centres. In public health facilities, the private pharmacies which have signed a
drug combination costs FCFA 140 for contract with the Ministry of Public
babies, 230 for adolescents and 400 for Health.
According to the WHO, represented
adults, while in private pharmacies, it
at
the
ceremony by the institution’s resicosts FCFA 235 for babies, 385 for adodent
representative
in Cameroon, a child
lescents and 665 for adults. Meanwhile,
dies
every
30
seconds
from malaria in
subsidised Artemether-Lumefantrine is
also available in public health facilities Africa. The situation remains alarming in
and private pharmacies. He joined the Cameroon, with 35-40% deaths from
government to warn that the public malaria registered in public health facilishould be vigilant so as not to buy ACTs ties. This is why the WHO official hailed
the organisers of the new programme.

Cameroon researchers target new malaria drug
By Samuel Bokuba
Researchers at the University of Buea (UB) might be at the
threshold of a new cure for malaria.
This has been revealed by Vice Chancellor Prof. Vincent
P.K. Titanji, himself a renowned researcher, whose efforts in the
past have led to the identification of new drug leads from
medicinal plants for malaria treatment.
Speaking to About Malaria magazine, he said some new
compounds for malaria treatment have been isolated from plant

sources that may in the days ahead lead to an alternative drug
for malaria.
The UB Vice Chancellor further disclosed that UB
researchers have of recent contributed to the understanding of
febrile etiologies in our milieu and worked out mathematical
models for the control of malaria and other illnesses.
Professor Titanji stopped short of revealing when research
will be finalised leading to an alternative malaria drug but indicated that research endeavours are being intensified at UB and
the findings will be made public subsequently.
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Global Fund Approves Round 8 Grants, But
Cuts Budgets and Delays Round 9
he Global Fund Board approved 94 Round
8 grants that will cost up to $2.753 billion
over the first two years and $5.840 b. over
five years - a record amount. The decision
was made at the Fund's eighteenth board meeting,
held in Delhi, India, 7-8 November 2008.

T

was originally proposed - unless the Fund receives
sufficient donations that such cuts turn out not to be
necessary.

The Board decision was rendered particularly difficult because the unusually large average size of the
proposals meant that there was not enough money
to pay the full cost of the proposals recommended
for approval by the Technical Review Panel (TRP).

When the Fund next sends out invitations to apply
for Rolling Continuation Channel (RCC) extensions
of grants that are coming to the end of Phase 2,
applicants will be instructed to limit the funding they
request to 140% of the amount that had previously
been approved in Phase 2 of the grant in question again, unless the Fund receives sufficient donations
that this restriction turns out not to be necessary.

After extensive negotiation, the Board handled this
by calling for various budget cuts, and by delaying by
six months the date at which Round 9 grants will be
approved.

When Phase 2 grant agreements are being negotiated for Round 1-7 grants, attempts will be made to cut
budgets by at least 10% from what was specified in
the original proposals.

The budget cuts decided upon were as follows:

However, no budget cuts will be imposed on Phase
1 or Phase 2 or RCC grant agreements that have
already been signed.

Although the total amount of money requested by
applicants for Phase 1 (i.e. Years 1-2) of the TRPrecommended Round 8 proposals came to $3.059
billion, the Board only agreed to pay 90% of this
amount, i.e. a maximum of $2.753 billion. This
means that successful Round 8 applicants will shortly be asked by the Fund to propose cuts to the budgets in their proposals. Although these cuts will, on
average, need to be at least ten percent, the Fund
will not insist that each proposal's budget is cut by
this precise amount. The Fund is aware that some
budgets have more "fat" than others. For instance,
some budgets assume paying higher prices for purchased products, or higher salaries, than the Fund
believes to be reasonable. In such cases, cuts of
greater than 10% will be expected; in some others,
lesser cuts might be tolerated.
Similarly, when it comes to negotiating Phase 2 for
approved Round 8 proposals, the Fund will expect
budgets to be cut by an average of 25% from what
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Regarding Round 9, the Board decided to extend the
date by which applications must be submitted from
21 January 2009 to 31 May 2009, and to make final
grant approvals for these proposals at the November
2009 board meeting rather than the May 2009 board
meeting.
Even with the above cuts, the Fund does not currently have enough money to pay for all the Round 8 proposals that the TRP recommended for approval.
However, the Fund hopes to have sufficient funding
available by some point in 2009.
Source: Global Fund Observer
URL:
http://www.aidspan.org/index.php?issue=98&article=1
Contributed On: 10 November 2008
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MALARIA ODYSSEY
The world's longest solo journey against malaria
David M.C. Robertson braves dreadful road conditions, bandits, desert crossings and
minefields to confront Africa's greatest enemy in his "Rambo" safari Land Rover Defender.

Akere-Maimo reports
ritish-born David Robertson has
journeyed to the farthest ends of
the globe. He has visited six continents during tough expeditions over the
past 22 years in his “Rambo” safari Land
Rover Defender. He has driven the length
of Africa four times and driven from the
Artic Circle to Norway, Times Square to
Red Square and traversed the earth’s
largest desert on several occasions. It is
during these expeditions that he confronts
the consistent problems of malaria and
deforestation.
In 1998, he launched his Drive
Against Malaria (DAM) campaign from
the British Royal Navy vessel HMS
Fearless by the First Sea Lord. David
Robertson thus dedicated his one-man
mission of the 1998 Trans World rightly
described as the “World’s Longest
Journey” to the fight against malaria.
For the past 10 years, this ultimate
expedition has covered 160,000 km
across 63 countries in a Land Rover
Defender, crossing deserts, forests,
swamps and minefields in a bid to reach
out to communities in high malaria risk
zones. His journey is so far recorded as
the “longest journey by a solo driver”.
David had to sell his house back in the
UK to buy the Land Rover Defender
before embarking on this ordeal of a lifetime mission. His vehicle was shipped to
the States and his name put up in lights in
Times Square, New York, to bring attention to malaria as the people’s greatest
health threat and deforestation as our
planet’s biggest environmental hazard.
Today, David Robertson is not alone.
He has been joined by the indefatigable
award-winning film-producer Julia
Elisabeth Samuel. She studied child psychology and journalism before producing
films.
Julia Elisabeth met David Robertson
in Ghana while filming a special programme about Land Rover Defenders
working in the field. Thereafter she
decided to travel in David’s Defender to
help with his work to protect children
from malaria and drove with him through
more than 24 African countries in 10
years.
In the year 2000 Julia produced a
four-part documentary about David
Robertson’s DAM called “Crossing
Africa” for Veronica and RTL in The
Netherlands. By 2005, Julia’s production
company was commissioned by The

B

Drive Against Malaria founder David Robertson and his indefatigable
companion Julia Elisabeth Samuel with their Land Rover Defender.
They have been driving through the most dangerous and challenging
terrains in Africa to help local people fight malaria
World Health Organisation (WHO),
Geneva, to produce a three-part documentary about DAM called “Challenge
Africa.” This documentary was shown in
July 2005 on Channel 4 in the UK. In
2007, Julia finally gave up her television
career to dedicate 100 percent of her time
to the Drive Against Malaria campaign.
With his companion, David now lives
with the tribes of the remotest corners of
Africa to exchange knowledge and help
them fight against the world’s greatest
killer, malaria. He has been held at gunpoint, contracted malaria seven times and
has driven over the most challenging and
dangerous terrain to help people in poor
communities help themselves.
David's dream is to stop malaria in
Africa by distributing long-lasting mosquito nets (LLINs).
The founder of DAM lost his right leg
and right arm in 1977. He was hit by a
drunk driver and left on the side of the
road, but somehow he survived. His
courage and determination have provided
the will not only to live, but to live life to
the fullest and to continue in his drive
against malaria in the world.
DAM has distributed mosquito nets in
at least five regions of Cameroon since
last year, notably the East, South,
Littoral, West and South West. Their target group has been children under five
JANUARY 2009

and pregnant women. Thanks to companies such as Michelin Cameroon,
ExxonMobil Benelux and other donors,
they have been able to penetrate rural
populations in malaria risk zones such as
the Ako area of West Cameroon; the forest villages around Mount Cameroon,
South West region; the swamp area west
of Mbongo village; the East province
south of Yokadouma, Pygmy area among
others.
During the CCAM launching of the
Global Malaria Action (GMAP) in
December 2008, the couple disclosed
their decision to make Cameroon their
base.
They participated actively in the
GMAP launching by sharing their field
experiences
and
projecting
the
“Challenge Africa” documentary that
captures images of how bad roads and
inaccessibility to remote areas act as
great impediments to the fight against
malaria.
In December 2008, André Mama
Fouda, Cameroon’s Minister of Public
Health, endorsed working together with
DAM in the country.
“We are honoured you chose
Cameroon as a permanent base and I
think you made a good choice,” Mama
Fouda told the DAM duo.
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